You and your friends have just found giant skyscraping sunflowers in your garden. What are you going to do?

Write about the adventure you have with your friends.
Change the words in the sentences which are underlined

**Change to the past tense**

1. **Is** Sky stuck in the apple tree?
   Sky **stuck** in the apple tree?

2. Sky **pulls** the brown piece of paper out of her pocket.
   Sky **pulled** the brown piece of paper out of her pocket.

3. Ned and Nawal **climb** up the sunflower.
   Ned and Nawal **climbed** up the sunflower.

4. The children **have** forgotten all about clip and climb.
   The children **had** forgotten all about clip and climb.

5. The girls **are** so tired after all their climbing.
   The girls **were** so tired after all their climbing.

6. The children **are** clipped onto the safety ropes.
   The children **were** clipped onto the safety ropes.

Well done.
Don’t forget to check your work.
Can you remember what happened in the story?

Use the pictures to help you to re-tell the story.

Draw your own picture in the last box to show the ending.